


Multibrand spa options
Full staff training available
Large stock of accessories and
spares
Experts in heat pump and heat
pump technology
Chemicals available from stock

Heavenly Hot Tubs are suppliers
to commercial spas, resorts,
hotels, holiday parks and holiday
lets across Scotland.

With three quality spa brands with
heat pump compatibility, Heavenly
Hot Tubs have a network of
engineers with full training, parts
and chemicals back up to ensure
we provide a complete hot tub
solution to our customers.

 

Fisher Spas shell designs
and build quality match upto
spas costing many times
more.
Fisher 5S™: 5 person spa
with lounger and seat, 34 jets.

Designed with meticulous
attention to detail, Vortex
Spas are technology and
modern living coming
together for the ultimate in
relaxation. 
Vortex Eon™: 6 person spa,
1 bench and 3 seats, 27
jets.

Viking Spas are one of the
most energy efficient
brands, drawing a low
amount of power, whilst
maintaining optimum jet
pressure.  
Viking Regal: 6 person
spa with 31 jets.



Looking for lower
running costs and

faster spa heating?
We have the solution.

 

MASSIVE POWER SAVINGS

SPA CONTROLLER INTERFACED

FAST HEAT UP TIMES

£0 NET COST, FAST ROI*

The worlds best featured and most
energy efficient Heat Pumps by
SpaNET.
Air sourced heat pumps are the most
energy efficient method of heating and
SpaNET became the first spa control
manufacturer to develop an interface to
offer true heat pump integration to a hot
tub. 

Save up to 75% of heating costs
No additional power source required
Controlled via the spa control panel
Spa heated nearly twice as fast
Fully compatible with Fisher Spas 
Fully compatible with Vortex Spas



Electric Heater 2kw Option    

Total Heat Up Time Per Change Over Weekly Re-fill Cost Per
Annum

Maintain 37 Degrees Per
Annum Total Cost Per Annum

16 hours 24 minutes £249.60 £388.11 £637.71

8.8kw Heat Pump Option    

Total Heat Up Time Per Change Over
Weekly Re-fill Cost Per

Annum
Maintain 37 Degrees Per

Annum Total Cost Per Annum

3 hours 36 minutes £45.24 £70.86 £116.10

Savings Over Electric 2kw Heater Per
Annum   £521.61

Cost Analysis:

Reduce:
your spa operating costs by 75%
your carbon foot print
your refund costs
your noise from spas
your overall energy requirement
your energy bills

*Figures based on one drain and refill per week, 10 degrees fill temperature to 37 degrees set temperature,     
 assuming ambient air temp is 12 degrees



COMPETITIVE RATES BIG COMPANY SUPPORT
SMALL COMPANY CARE

COMPLIANT
WITH HSG282 GUIDELINES

Fisher Spas shell designs
and build quality match upto
spas costing many times
more.
Fisher 5S™: 5 person spa
with lounger and seat, 34 jets.

Fisher 5S™
200cm x 200cm x 84cm
1 Lounger + 4 Seats
13 Amp
34 Jets
2 Shell Colours
Ozonator
LED Lighting
Optional Heat Pump

Designed with meticulous attention to
detail, Vortex Spas are technology and
modern living coming 
together for the 
ultimate in relaxation. 
Vortex Eon™: 6 person 
spa, 1 bench and 3 seats, 
27 jets. Vortex Eon™

200cm x 200cm x 92cm
1 Bench + 4 Seats
20 Amp
27 Jets
4 Shell Colours
Ozonator
LED Lighting
Optional Heat Pump

WHEN YOUR CUSTOMERS DESERVE THE BEST
Great deals on multiple spa's, call us today for a quote.

0141 471 6508



Viking Spas™ great value Regal P 
features unique seating that allows

multiple ways to sit comfortably and massage all
parts of your body. 

 

233cm x 233cm x 95cm
7 Seats
32 amp
61 Jets
3 shell colours
LED lighting
Ozonator
Optional heat exchanger

198cm x 198cm x 86cm
5/6 Seats
13 amp
31 Jets
3 shell colours
LED lighting
Ozonator
Optional heat exchanger

COMPETITIVE RATES BIG COMPANY SUPPORT
SMALL COMPANY CARE

COMPLIANT
WITH HSG282 GUIDELINES

WHEN YOUR CUSTOMERS DESERVE THE BEST
Great deals on multiple spa's, call us today for a quote.

0141 471 6508

Providing the highest quality spas at the most
affordable price, these Viking Spa models
come with an optional energy efficient heat
exchanger or twin 3kw heaters.

Heavenly Hot Tubs have a network of
engineers with full training, parts and
chemicals back up.

Since the 1970's, USA made Viking
Spas are one      of the most

energy efficient brands, drawing a
low amount of power, whilst

maintaining optimum jet
pressure.  

Choose the optional heat
exchanger for power efficiency.

Regal P

Tradition I

The Tradition I is the epitome 
of comfort and indulgence, 
featuring King & Queen captain seats
and dual 3D seats.

Truly a masterpiece, the Legend I
utilizes two captain seats, a Zero G
lounger and a 3D seat, which allows
you to sit in three different directions.

233cm x 233cm x 95cm
7 Seats
32 amp
61 Jets
3 shell colours
LED lighting
Ozonator
Optional heat exchanger

Legend I


